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The Anvil Weight Of Intolerance Around Lady Liberty's Neck!
Just for perspective: Obama's reign was abysmal! A
Hillary reign (in our best judgement) would be catastrophic.

It is difficult for us to understand how so many would-be
American citizens have been "politicized" to the degree that
they are totally without reason or rationalization when it comes
to what is good for America -- and what is trash!
The radicals among us insist that our present President is unfit to serve. Their rationale for
that belief of theirs is totally unclear, and, as far
as we can determine, they have no alternative
except to take to the streets and to blather about
how bad off we are "because. . . blah, blah. . ."
It has to come to mind! Has our education system in America become so irrational that
it is helping to create warped citizens who do
not really know what they believe or why?
All they seem to be able to do -- is to complain!
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What exists about the present administration (and
that which is being accomplished) do you find
so unpleasant?
If the radical element in our present-day
society, is successful in unseating President
Donald Trump for no more specific reason than
they find him distasteful -- then America will
have allowed herself to become another Third
World misfit, without purpose and without destination. . . except the trash-heap of history.
We have so-called "educated" Americans
who not only do not accept reasonable change,
they join together to insist that theirs is the ONLY
way, and they do it for selfish reasons -- namely
their own profit!
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Unless it is proven that Donald Trump has
it would be a fair and better choice than what
misrepresented himself to the American people,
we now have. Those who believe as "demothen he deserves his place in history. Certainly, to
crats" neither look too far ahead anymore, nor do they
a greater degree than do those who complain only for their own
look behind them. Does anyone call that "rational?"
profit and satisfaction.
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"Here Shall The Press The People's Right Maintain,
Unawed By Influence, Unbribed By Gain!"
------
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Why is it easier to 'radicalize' someone
than to FREE them into someone worthwhile?"
----------- "Buy The Truth And Sell It Not" -- Proverbs 23:23 ----------

LOOK TO YOURSELF
For The Future Of Your Children And Family!
IF YOU DO NOT TEACH YOUR CHILD "THE WAY
IN WHICH HE SHOULD GO" -- WHO WILL DO IT?

SOMETIMES ELECTED OFFICIALS
FORGET THEIR PLACE -- ESPECIALLY
WHEN TWO OR MORE OF THEM AGREE!

Compare what the radicals are trying to do to America,

with our own situation in Chilton County, Alabama.

Chilton County is a rural, farming, middle-class, "bedroomtype" community that is essentially laid-back and comfortable.
Why do our so-called "leaders" not accept that when they
accept the office that those people who live here, offer them?
Ol' Tuck has been around these parts for a long time. Some
would feel that we have maybe been here too long, or that we
maybe are too slow to change.
The fact of the matter is, we are, indeed, slow to change. We
are not ashamed of that fact. We have personally observed (and
worked with) quite a number of political, social, and civic leaders in
Chilton County over the years; both as individuals and groups.
The most challenging thing to any generation, trying to keepup in what we consider to be "this modern world," is "what is it that
the majority of the people want," and "how do we involve and satisfy that need for "progress" that seems always to be prevailing?
It has been our experience that there are always members
of the governing bodies inside our County who -- in wanting what is
"best" as they see it -- have a tendency to overreact to large metropolitan areas of the State. Those that (socially and civically) are a
far cry from our smaller, more personal, and more beautiful world.
To put it succinctly, Chilton County is not Jefferson County,
or Montgomery County, and our people are certainly not required to
push themselves to live like cityfide "New Yalkers!" Usually, a large
metropolitan area requires actions by its members, to do things that
us country folks do not like, and would not do.
Some of our elected officials have always been impressed
by "big-city" attitudes. The demands upon the citizenry that go
along with that high-falootin' STUFF, are anything but satisfying!
We live here because it is unpretentious and casual and that
is the way that most of us like it, or we wouldn't be here. When the
majority of the folks express themselves -- It will pay to LISTEN!
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I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE to The Flag of the United States
of America, and to the Republic for which it stands; One Nation,
under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
-------------------- ALONG-THE-CREEK --------------------

We Have Been An American Citizen Long
Enough That Our Hopes And Prayers
Center Around "A Nation Under God!"

WITHOUT NATIONAL HONOR AND HOPE
YOU HAVE "GLOBALISM!" DEFINE IT,
AND THEN TELL US YOU PROMOTE IT!

How many, if any, of those radical liberals we keep hearing,
seeing, smelling, and (almost) tasting, have paused in their streetstomping and name-calling to reflect on just how much better-off
America might be with new people in places of political strength
and influence? Consider only those who call themselves legal
American citizens.
These monarch-searchers who seem to believe that we
all should be like those who have recently boarded at the White
House, cannot (and will not) fathom the likelihood that America is
about one-hundred percent better off WITHOUT the likes of the
democrats' Hillary and Obama. Most of the prominent democrats
of the day -- by far -- do not reach specifications that are good for
the average American citizen. Not in our book, anyway!
Hillary will not "just go away!" If you don't believe that, then
you are not paying near enough attention to your government.
Obama (as far as regular folks are concerned) has disappeared
into the woodwork, but he continues his self-serving as often as
he possibly can. He keeps coming back (but not like a song).
The political "PARTY-OF-LIBERAL" of our day has proven
beyond any doubt whatsoever that they do not and would not
"lead" America in a way that is good FOR AMERICANS! The
Pope does not like NATIONAL choice and says it is un-Christian.
We happen to believe that National HOPE and HONOR are
the very things Americans need for a majority of us to understand
what it takes to have a country that is worth living in, and worth saving and protecting from charlatans. "Un-Christian"?
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